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Abstract 

Distributed arithmetic (DA) is bit serial in nature and is basically re-arrangement of multiply and 
accumulate operation. In this project we present the design techniques of 1D and 2D fully pipelined computing 
structures for area, delay, power efficient implementation of finite impulse response (FIR) filter by systolic 
decomposition of distributed arithmetic (DA) based inner-product computation. The systolic decomposition method 
is found to offer a flexible choice of the address length of the lookup tables (LUT) for DA based computation to 
decide on suitable area time tradeoff. By  using smaller address lengths for DA based computing units, it is possible 
to reduce the memory size, but on the other hand it leads to increase of adder complexity and the latency. The FIR 
filter can be realized for different filter orders. The systolic designs can be implemented using Quartus II  and 
MODELSIM  and various performance metrics such as number of slices, maximum usable frequency, dynamic 
power consumption, and energy throughput are estimated for different filter orders and address lengths.  
 
Keywords: Distributed arithmetic,  finite impulse response (FIR) filter,  systolic array, field programmable gate 
array (FPGA). 
 

Introduction 
     FINITE IMPULSE RESPONSE (FIR) digital 
filters are widely used in various digital signal processing 
(DSP) applications. Along with the advancement into 
very large scale integration (VLSI) technology ,the DSP 
has become increasingly popular over the years. The 
high speed realization of FIR filters with a smaller 
amount of power consumption has become much more 
demanding. Several attempts have been made to develop 
the reconfigurable architectures for realization of FIR 
filters in application specific integrated circuits (ASIC) 
and field programmable gate arrays (FPGA) platforms. 
The  Systolic design represent an attractive architectural 
paradigm for efficient hardware implementation of 
computation-intensive DSP applications, being supported 
by the features like simplicity, regularity and modularity 
of structure. In addition, they also possess significant 
potential to yield high-throughput rate by exploiting 
high-level of concurrency using pipelining or parallel 
processing applications or both. The FIR filter can be 
implemented based on four techniques   multiplier based 
implementations, multiplier-less implementations , 
conversion based approach and memory based methods 
etc. 

However, the multipliers in these structures 
require a large portion of the chip-area, and thus enforce 
limitation on the maximum possible number of 
processing elements (PEs) that can be accommodated 

and the highest order of the filter that can be realized. 
The multiplier less distributed arithmetic (DA)-based 
technique has gained substantial popularity for its high-
throughput processing capability and increased regularity 
which results in cost-effective and area-time efficient 
computing structures. In the conversion based approach 
the co-efficients are transformed to other numeric 
representations whose hardware implementation or 
manipulation is more efficient then the binary 
representation. The memory based methods involves 
memories (RAMs,ROMs) or Look Up Tables (LUTs) to 
store pre-computed values of co- efficient operations. 
The main operations required for DA-based computation 
of inner product are a sequence of lookup table (LUT) 
accesses followed by shift-accumulation operations of 
the LUT output. In  FIR  filters one of the convolving 
sequences is derived from the input samples while the 
other sequence is derived from the fixed impulse 
response coefficients of the filter. This behavior of the 
FIR filter makes it possible to use DA-based technique 
for memory-based realization. It yields faster output 
compared with the multiplier-accumulator-based designs 
because it stores the precomputed partial results in the 
memory elements which can be read out and 
accumulated to obtain the desired result. The memory 
requirement of DA-based implementation 
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for FIR filters, however, increases exponentially with the 
filter order. 
 
Distributed Arithmetic for Fir Filters 

The distributed arithmetic is based on two 
approaches .The conventional DA approach for inner-
product computation and decomposition scheme for DA 
based implementation of FIR filters. 
The Conventional DA Approach for Inner-Product 
Computation :  
       Let us consider the inner-product of two -point 
vectors Α and Β given by 
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where A is constant vector, while B may change from 
time to time. Assuming L to be the word length, each 
component of Β may be expressed in two’s complement 
representation: 
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where denotes the bit of .Substituting (2) on (1), the 
inner-product can be expressed in an expanded form 
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To convert the conventional sum-of-products form of 
inner product of (1) into a distributed form, the order of 
summations over the indexes k and l in the second term 
of (3) can be interchanged to have  
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Without loss of generality, for simplicity of 
discussion, we may assume the signal samples to be 
unsigned words of size; although the DA 
decomposition algorithm can be used for two’s 
complement coding and offset binary coding also. 
The inner-product given by (4) then can be 
expressed in a simpler form 
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Since vectorΑ  is assumed to be constant, and 
each element of theN point bit-

sequence klb{ }10 −≤≤ Nk   can either be zero or 

one, any of the partial sumlC  for 1,...,1,0 −= Ll  , 

can have N2  possible values. All the possible N2  values 

of lC  can, therefore, be pre computed and stored in a 

ROM, such that while computing the inner product the 
partial sums can be read out from the ROM using the bit 

sequence klb{ for }10 −≤≤ Nk  for as address bits. 

The inner product can, therefore, be calculated according 
to (5), by L  cycles of shift-accumulation followed by 
ROM-read operations corresponding L  number of bit 

sequences }{ klb for 10 −≤≤ Ll . 

The block diagram of a conventional DA 
scheme is shown in fig 3.1.  The co- efficient in many 
filtering applications is constants. Consequently, the 
output of the AND functions and the three adders depend 
only on the n input bits from the shift registers. The LUT 
data is composed of all Partial sums of the 
coefficients( )..2,1,0 CCC . The least significant bits of the 

data samples address the LUT. If all the data bits are 1, 
then the output from the LUT is the sum of all four co-
efficients. If any data bit is a zero, then the corresponding 
co-efficient is eliminated from the sum. Because the 
address of the LUT contains all possible combinations of 
one or zero, based on the n inputs, the LUT output 
contains all 16 possible sums of the co-efficients. 

 

 
Fig.1.Block Diagram of Distributed Arithmetic 

 As the number of co-efficients increase, the size 
of the LUT grows exponentially. A large LUT can be 
avoided by partitioning the circuit into smaller groups 
and combining the LUT outputs with adders. The adders 
are less costly than the Larger LUT. The block diagram 
of a FIR filter with partitioned LUT is shown in fig.2. 
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Fig.2 –FIR filter with partitioned LUT for higher v alues of 

N 
 
Decomposition Scheme for DA-based Implementation 
of FIR Filter: 
       The output of an FIR filter of N  order can be 
computed as an inner product of the impulse response 

vector )({ kh , for }1,...,1,0 −= Nk  and an input 

vector )({ ksn , for }1,...,1,0 −= Nk , given by 
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where )()( knxksn −=  , and is the current input 

sample. )}({ kh is a fixed sequence, while the input 

sequence )}({ ksn  changes in every sampling instant. 

)}({ ksn  is derived from serially shifted input samples 

using a window of sizeN  , such that it receives a fresh 
input sample and leaves its oldest sample. Comparing (6) 
with (1), the filter output can be computed according to 
(5) as 
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With ln ks ))((  for 1,...,1,0 −= L , being the l th bit of 

)(ksn .Equation (7) can be directly used for 

straightforward DA-based implementation of FIR filter 

using a ROM containing of N2  possible values of lC . 

For large values of N  , however, the ROM size 
becomes too large; and so also the ROM access time 
consequently becomes large. The straightforward DA 
implementation is, therefore, not suitable for large filter 

orders.  When N   is a composite number given by 
PMN =  ( P and M )  may be any two positive 

integers), one can map the index k  into )( pMm+  for 

1,...,1,0 −= Mm and 1,...,1,0 −= Pp  , in order to 

express (7) in the form 
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 for 1,...,1,0 −= Ll and 1,...,1,0 −= Pp . 

      For any given sequence of impulse response )}({ kh  

, the M2 possible values of plns ,)(  corresponding to the 

M2 permutations of M  -point bit sequence 

ln pMms ))({( +  , for }1,...,1,0 −= Mm for 

1,...1,0 −= Ll may be stored in an LUT of wordsM2 . 

These values of plns ,)(  can be read out when the bit 

sequence is fed to the ROM as address. Equation (8) 
may, thus, be written in term of memory-read operation 
as 
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where  

              plnpln sb ,, )()( =ℑ  and 

]))1(...())1(())([()( , lnlnlnpln pMMspMspMsb +−+=
for 10 −≤≤ Ll  and 10 −≤≤ Pp .  

          The bit vector plnb ,)(  is used as address word for 

the lookup table and ℑ  is the memory read operation.  
 
Derivation of the Structures 
    The DA-based one-dimensional (1-D) and two-
dimensional (2-D) systolic arrays for FIR filters from 
dependence graph (DG) representation of DA-based 
computation is derived here. 
1-D Systolic Array for FIR Filters: 
        The DG for computation of FIR filter output 
according to (9) is shown in Fig. 3. It consists of rows, 
where each row consists of number of node- A and one 
boundary node-B. The functions of node-and node-B are 
depicted in Fig.3(b) and (c), respectively. 
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      A bit vector plnb ,)( consisting of a sequence of M 

bits[ derived from the l th bit of the input sequence as 

given in (9)] is fed to the node-A on )1( +l th row and 

)1( +p th column. The node uses the sequence of M 

input bits of the input bit vector as address for an LUT 
and reads the content stored at the location specified by 
the address. 

 
Fig. 3 - DG for DA-based implementation of FIR filter: (a) 

DG; (b) function of node-A; and (c) function of node-B. 
        The value read from the LUT is then added with 
the input available from its left, and the sum is passed to 
the node on its right. Node-B performs a shift-add 
operation such that it makes a left-shift of the bits of the 
input available from the top, then adds the input available 
from the left to the left-shifted value, and passes the 
result down to its adjacent node. The DG can be 
projected vertically along the projection direction with 
default schedule [4] to derive a linear array consisting of 
P number of PEs and an output cell as shown in Fig. 4. 
The input sequence )}({ nx  is fed to a serial-in parallel-

out input register, where content of the register is serially 
right shifted by one position and transferred in parallel to 
the bit-serial word-parallel converter in every L  cycles. 

The bits of vector plnb ,)( , are derived from the bit-serial 

word-parallel converter and fed to the )1( +p th PE 

(for 1,...,1,0 −= Pp  ) in most significant bits (MSBs) 

to least significant bits (LSBs) order in each cycle period 
(time step) such that )1( −L th bits of input values are 

fed to the PE at first, and the zeroth bits are fed at the 
end. 

 
Fig.4.The 1-D array for DA-based implementation of FIR 
filter (a) inear systolic array; (b) function of PE; and  (c) 

function of output cell. 
     The input to each PE is staggered by one cycle 
period with respect to the preceding PE to meet the 
causality requirement. The function of the PEs is 
described in Fig. 4(b). Each PE consists of a ROM of 

M2  words. During a cycle period, each PE reads the 
content on its ROM at the location specified by the input 
bit vector. The value read from the ROM is then added to 
the input available to the PE from its left. During every 
cycle period, the sum is then transferred as output to its 
contains a shift-register and an adder. During a cycle 
period, it shifts the right. The function of each output cell 
is shown in fig.4(c). Each output cell content of the 
register of its register left by one position and then adds 
the available input to the recently shifted content in its 
register.  

After L  cycles, it delivers a desired filter output. 
The structure will yield its first filter output 

)( PL + cycles after the first input is fed to the first PE, 

while the successive output becomes available in every 
L  cycles. For high-throughput applications, one may, 
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however, have a structure with  N number of 1-D arrays 

which would yield N convolved output in every L  
cycles duration. 
2-D Systolic Array for FIR Filters: 
       For high-throughput implementation of FIR 
filters, each node of the DG of Fig.3 can be assigned to a 
PE exclusively to obtain a 2 D systolic array of L rows 
and (P+1) column as shown in fig 5. Each row of the 
structure consists of P number of PEs and a shift-add cell 
(SA). The computation of all the subsequent values of 
filter output may also be given by similar DGs, and the 
computation of corresponding nodes of all such DGs 
may be folded to the same structure. The input samples 
are fed to a bit – parallel word – serial converter which 
receives a new input sample and feeds one bit each to L 
number of bit – level serial in parallel-out shift register 
(SIPOSR) associated with each row of Pes, as shown in 
fig 5(a). Each SIPOSR contains a bit stream of the 
corresponding bits of all the input words, such that the 
SIPOSR on upper rows contain the more significant bits 
compared to that of the lower rows. Each of the 
SIPOSRs of the structure shifts its content to right by one 
bit location and receives a new bit in every cycle, open 
arrival of a fresh sample to the bit – serial word – parallel 
converter. 

The bit Vector plnb ,)(  consisting of M number 

of bit streams from the (l+1) th SIPOSR is loaded to the 

(P+1)th PE of the (l+1)th row (for 10 −≤≤ Ll  and 

10 −≤≤ Pp ). Each PE [Fig.5(b)]uses the bit vector 

plnb ,)( as address for its LUT to read a partial result. 

The PE then adds the input available from the left with 
its recently read partial result, SA cell. The function of 
SA is depicted in Fig.5(c). Each SA during a cycle period 
makes a left-shift of its input available from the top and 
adds sum is then passed downward to its adjacent SA. To 
meet the data-dependence requirement, the SA cell on 
every (l) th row is staggered by one cycle period with 
respect to the SA cell on the (l+1) th row. 

 

 
Fig.5 - The 2-D array FIR filter:  (a) 2-D systolic array; 

(b)function of PE; and (c) function of SA cell 
 

Hardware Description & Experimental Results 
Quartus II is a software tool produced 

by Altera for analysis and synthesis of HDL designs, 
which enables the developer to compile their designs, 
perform timing analysis, examine RTL diagrams, 
simulate a design's reaction to different stimuli, and 
configure the target device with the programmer. The 
low-cost Cyclone family of FPGAs is fully supported by 
this edition, as well as the MAX family of CPLDs, 
meaning small developers and educational institutions 
have no overheads from the cost of development 
software. 

 In this paper the FIR filter normal 
decomposition technique, FIR filter distributed 
arithmetic using LUT, FIR filter two factor 
decomposition techniques are compared.  A number of 
interesting observations can be made from the data 
presented in Table I. It can be seen that for a given filter 
order  N, the case for M=4 yields the most area-time 
efficient architecture when compared to the case for M=2 
and 8. This can be explained by the fact that the increase 
in control logic and number of delay elements outweights 
the gains made by reduction of LUT size for M=2, while 
for M=8 ,the memory requirement of LUTs is too high. 
mapping of the DA-LUT to the available hardware 
resources for the case of M=4. 
   

Comparison Of Performance Of The Proposed 
Implementation And The Existing Implementation Of Da-

Based Fir Filter [12] 
 
Filter 

   Proposed 
 

  Yooetal(6) 
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order   Area 
(slices) 

Gate 
count 

   Area 
(slices) 

Gate 
count 

   8   130 2412   140 3165 
  16   240 4898   280 6228 
  32   510 10128   540 11236 

     
Simulation Results: 

 
Fig.6.FIR filter direct implementation output 

 
Fig.7. FIR filter distributed arithmetic with LUT 

 
Fig.8.  One dimensional array for FIR filter 

 
Fig.9.Two dimensional array for FIR filter (4 bit) 

 
Conclusion 
  Flexible designs of 1-D and 2-D systolic 
computing structures are derived for area-delay-power-

efficient implementation of FIR filter by address 
decomposition of DA-based inner-product computation . 
It is shown that hardware-efficient memory-based 
realization of FIR filters can be obtained by suitable 
choice of address length of the LUTs used for the DA-
based computation of partial results of the inner 
product.The 1-D systolic structure is implemented on a 
Xilinx and modelsim . The key performance metrics, 
e.g., number of slices, maximum usable frequency, 
dynamic power consumption, energy density, and energy 
throughput are estimated for different filter orders and 
address lengths, and it is shown further that the FPGA 
prototyping of the systolic design yields the performance 
estimates broadly in line with theoretical expectations. 
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